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Helping Your Child Learn to Read
Why should I read with my child? This is the question we parents
are always trying to answer. It’s good that children ask questions;
that’s how they learn. All children have two wonderful assets for
learning—imagination and curiosity. As a parent, you can awaken
your children to the joy of learning by encouraging their
imagination and curiosity.
When parents help their children learn to read, they help open the
door to a new world. As a parent, you can begin an endless
learning chain: You read to your children, they develop a love of
stories and poems, they want to read on their own, they practice
reading, and finally they read for their own information or
pleasure. They become readers, and their world is forever
expanded and enriched.
It is also important to find books on topics intended to help you
make the most of your child’s natural curiosity. Teaching and
learning are not mysteries that can only happen in school. They
also happen when parents and children do simple things together.
For instance, you and your child can: sort the socks on laundry
day—sorting is a major function in math and science; cook a meal
together-—cooking involves not only math and science but good
health as well; tell and read each other stories—storytelling is the
basis for reading and writing (and a story about the past is also
history); or play a game of hopscotch together—playing physical
games will help your child learn to count and start on a road to
lifelong fitness. By doing things together, you will show that
learning is fun and important. You will be encouraging your child
to study, learn, and stay in school.
You don’t need to be an especially skillful reader yourself to help
your child. Nor do you have to devote great amounts of time to
reading with your child. It’s the quality of time that counts. Just
be consistent—give as much time as you can each day to help
your child.
Helping your child become a reader is an adventure you will not
want to miss. The benefits to your child are immeasurable, and in
the process you will find your world becoming richer as well.
Bernice Cullinan and Brod Bagert
Excerpt from “Helping
Your Child Learn to Read”

http://www.kidsource.com/kidsource/content/learread.html
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I Love You Enough
I Loved You Enough….
To ask where you were going,
with whom, and what time you would be home.
I Loved You Enough….
To insist that you save your money and
buy a bike for yourself
even though we could afford to buy one for you.
I Loved You Enough….
To be silent and let you discover that your
new best friend was a creep.
I Loved You Enough….
To make you take a Milky Way back to the drugstore
(with a bite out of it)
and tell the clerk,
“I stole this yesterday and want to pay for it.”
I Loved You Enough….
To stand over you for two hours
while you cleaned your room,
a job that would have taken 15 minutes.
I Loved You Enough….
To let you see anger, disappointment
and tears in my eyes.
Children must learn that their
parents aren’t perfect.
I Loved You Enough….
To let you assume the responsibility for your actions
even when the penalties were so harsh
they almost broke my heart.
But most of all,
I Loved You Enough….
To say NO
when I knew you would hate me for it.
Those were the most difficult battles of all.
I’m glad I won them, because in the end,
you won, too.
Author Unknown

First take a deep breath and then really listen to
the words of your little one...they will reveal so
much about who they are and how they really
feel, and it will make them feel so
important...because they are!
~~Author Unknown
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HAVE FUN RAISING YOUR TEEN

Mark Twain dispensed this advice when raising a teenager: “When a child turns 12, he should be kept in a barrel and fed through a hole, until
he reaches 16, at which time you should plug the hole.”
What do you think of Mark Twain’s quote? It doesn’t have to be as bad as that, does it? In fact, raising teens can be the most enjoyable
parenting task. Let’s start with these fun things to do with your teens. And, also, realize the key to raising great teens is to focus on people,
places, and things.

FUN THINGS TO DO WITH YOUR TEENS
REMINISCE. Most likely when you
look at your teen, you still see the
little child he once was. Pull out
the old photos and videos and sit
down with your older child. He will
have so much fun seeing himself
and hearing old stories. Another
idea is to visit his elementary
school. If you find past teachers,
be sure to take pictures.
PLAY SPORTS. If your teen is into
sports, get out there and play with
her. Good-natured competition
teaches many great lessons. Put
up a basketball goal in the driveway. Toss baseball or a football in

the yard. Tennis. Soccer. So much
fun to be had.
THE GREAT OUTDOORS.
Remember John Candy in that
movie? He was trying to have fun
with his teen also. There were a lot
of mishaps and he was attacked by
an angry bear, but the job got done.
Whether you rent a cabin, rough it
tough-guy style, or just go hiking for
a day, get outside and have fun!
CATCH A FLICK. They might force
you to take them to a theater none
of their friends will be at, but go
along with it. Make it a monthly
date. Just you and your teen.

Do you want to raise a Good Samaritan?
Then encourage that kind of behavior in your children. Teach them
that helping others is the expected thing to do. Psychologists say
the earlier you begin teaching them that lesson, the better. Also,
instead of focusing on what others do wrong, try to point out good
behavior. And finally, help them become a
Good Samaritan by setting the example
yourself.
Slow down and take time out of your busy
schedule to put the needs of others ahead
of your own.

Check out many different genres
and talk about them afterwards.
Girls will especially like the
talking. If your teens are boys,
maybe just go get a shake after
and talk about the stuff that blew
up.
HIT THE ROAD. From coast to
coast to everything in between,
America consists of stunning
beauty. Make sure your child
gets to see it up close and
personal. Find quirky places to
visit. Most of all, keep off the
interstate when at all possible.
The people, the food, the scenery
and the fun will create shared,

lifelong memories.
COMMUNITY SERVICE. It’s
important your teen learns that
the world really doesn’t revolve
around him. This doesn’t have to
be a tough lesson however. There
are endless opportunities to
volunteer that are rewarding as
well as great fun. Working side by
side with your teen for a cause
bigger than yourselves will bond
you in a mighty, joyous way.
LET THEM DECIDE. The whole
point is to spend meaningful time
with your child. Give her control
and go with the flow!
http://www.allprodad.com

Life is a building process

and we are
continually building. We build our character,
our faith, our marriage, our family, our
relationships, and ultimately, our legacy. Each
day represents one brick in that wall, and you
only get to lay one brick each day. You can’t lay tomorrow’s brick
today, nor can you reposition or replace yesterday’s brick. My
definition of peace is lying down at night satisfied with the brick
you laid that day.
Dads, what bricks are you laying today?
~~Kent Burns

The Strength of a Man

Priorities
I hope my children look back on today,
And see a Mother who had time to play!
Children grow up while you’re not looking,
There’ll be years ahead for cleaning and cooking,
So quiet now, cobwebs; dust go to sleep.
I’m rocking my baby, and babies don’t keep.
...Author Unknown

The strength of a man isn’t seen in the width of his shoulders;
It’s seen in the width of his arms that circle those he loves.
The strength of a man isn’t in the deep tone of his voice;
It’s in the gentle words he whispers.
The strength of a man isn’t how many buddies he has;
It’s how good a buddy he is with his or “your” children.
The strength of a man isn’t in how respected he is at work;
It’s in the respect he has earned at home.
The strength of a man isn’t in how hard he hits;
It’s how tender he touches.
The strength of a man isn’t the weight he can lift;
It’s in the burdens he can carry.
The strength of a man isn’t in what he puts on the table;
It’s in the effort he puts forth when you are unable.
….Author Unknown

These tips are found at http://www.familyfirst.net/, http://www.allprodad.com/ or http://www.imom.com/.
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SUMMER AND KIDS: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Brenna M. Hicks, LMHC

Summer

is here! Kids are out of school, and the dreaded
feeling of keeping children occupied for two and a half
months looms. While summer can be crazy and exhausting,
it can also provide some of the best memories of childhood
for you and your children.

Finally, summer can be a great time to help children learn to
complete chores and tasks that are difficult to manage during the
school year with activities and homework. When kids are off for
the summer and have more free time, they can take weekly and
daily tasks to assist around the house.

Children are used to scheduled days. They wake up at the
same time, go to school at the same time, return home at the
same time. Summer, while understandably more relaxed,
should be no different. Kids like structure and routines help
keep you sane. Try to establish a summer schedule that can
be posted in the house. Try to stick to the timetable as
closely as possible.

Summer can be difficult to manage, but can also be very
rewarding. Remember, the amount of effort you put in to making it
special is proportionate to the level of sanity you will maintain.
www.thekidcounselor.com

Kids also thrive on opportunities to try new things. Summer
can be a chance to take a film making class, enroll in a
special camp, join a summer league, etc. We live in a
fantastic area where kids have a wide array of activities at
their fingertips. If necessary, budget for one special summer
choice per child and let them choose their favorite.
When kids are bored, kids get in trouble. If you work during
the summer, make sure your kids have plenty of things to do
that are safe, fun, and under the influence of healthy and
positive people. Make sure your camp, daycare, babysitter,
neighbor, etc. provides you with examples of what a given day
might look like for your children.
Make time to take a family vacation during the summer, even
if it is just for a long weekend. When children are taken out
of their standard environment, it often sparks emotional
connections to people and places that would not otherwise
have been made.

A perfect summer day is when the sun is shining, the
breeze is blowing, the birds are singing, and the lawn
mower is broken.
~~ James Dent

Mark Your Calendar

FAMILY NAME
You got it from your father
It was all he had to give.
So it’s yours to use and cherish
For as long as you may live.
If you lost the watch he gave you
It can always be replaced;
But a black mark on your name
Can never be erased.
It was clean the day you took it
And a worthy name to bear.
When he got it from his father
There was no dishonor there.
So make sure you guard it wisely
After all is said and done.
You’ll be glad the name is spotless
When you give it to your son.
...Author Unknown

Family Dinner
Conversation Starters
1. If you could only have one drink, other
than water, for the rest of your life, what
would you choose?
2. If you could visit any famous landmark
in the world, where would you go?
3. If you could visit any state in the U.S.,
which one would you choose?
4. Would you rather have a diamond ring,
a sports car, or a horse?
5. Can you sing all of the words to the
Star Spangled Banner?
6. If it were possible, who would you like
to meet the most? Justin Bieber, Albert
Einstein, Johann Bach or Ronald Reagan?
http://imom.com
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PLANNING FOR COLLEGE
Questions to Ask
Your School Counselor
Your school guidance counselor is one of your most important
resources. She or he can help you schedule your courses,
balance your workload, and plan for college. Don’t know your
counselor very well? Make an appointment. Here are some
basic questions to get your conversation started. It always helps
to think ahead about what you want to ask or talk about. They’re
busy and you’re busy.
 What are the required and recommended courses — for
graduation and for college prep?



















How should I work my schedule so I’ll complete them?
What elective courses do you recommend?
What Advanced Placement courses are available?
When is the Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship
Corporation (NMSC) exam? Going to be given here?
Is this school a testing center for the SAT® or ACT, or will I
need to go somewhere nearby?
Do you have any after-school or evening sessions available
for college planning, or for taking the SAT or ACT?
Do you have college handbooks or other guides that I can
browse or borrow? Do you have a copy of the free Taking
the SAT booklet, which has a practice test in it? Or a test
booklet to prepare me for the ACT?
What activities can I do at home and over the summer to get
ready for college?
What kinds of grades do different colleges require?
Are there any college fairs at this school, or nearby?
Where do other kids from this school go?
Can you put me in touch with recent grads who are going to
colleges on my wish list?
Do you have information about colleges far away, or do you
favor schools nearby?
If my colleges need a recommendation from you, how can I
help you know me better, so it can be more personal?
What are the requirements or standards for the honor
society?
Are there any special scholarships or awards that I should
know about now, so I can work toward them?

White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for Hispanic Americans
http://www.yic.gov/index.html



Reality Check

Your school counselor may be
the most accessible person on
the planet, or may be juggling
a thousand students and
barely know your name. So,
remember that the person
who has the biggest stake in
your academics is you. It's up
to you to stay on top of opportunities and deadlines so you can
take control of your future.

Common Excuses for NOT Going to College...
...AND WHY THEY'RE ALL WRONG!
So you think that college isn’t for you? Well, you’re wrong! You
don’t have to be “lucky” or have lots of money to go to college.
You don’t have to have straight “A’s” in high school or know
already what you want to do with the rest of your life. You do have
to really want to go to college—and be ready to work hard once you
get there. Unfortunately, too many students make up excuses for
why they can’t go to college. If you’re one of those students,
here’s a list of the most common excuses—and why they’re all
wrong.
1. Nobody in my family has ever gone to college before.
Why not be the first? It’s true that being the first to do anything
can be difficult and maybe even a little frightening, but being the
first in your family to receive a college education should give you a
sense of pride. Not going to college is the kind of family
“tradition” you should break.
2. My grades are not good enough for college.
How do you know they’re not unless you apply? Even if you
haven’t obtained all good grades in school, you can still be
admitted to a good college that will be right for you. Colleges look
at more than just grades and test scores. They look at such things
as letters from teachers and other adults; extracurricular
activities; jobs you might have had; special talents in art, music,
and sports; and interviews. When deciding who gets in, colleges
examine the whole person, not just one small part.
3. I can’t afford it.
There’s a lot of financial aid available to help you pay for college.
This year alone there are about $26 BILLION waiting for students
who need money for college. If you apply for aid, and you
demonstrate that you need it, your chances are as good as
anybody else’s that you will receive help. There’s money available
from the federal government, from your state, from the colleges
you apply to, and from thousands of grant, scholarship, and workstudy programs. But you won’t see any of it if you don’t check it
out.
4. I don’t know how to apply to college, or where I want to go.
You’re not alone. You can start by looking at college catalogs in
your high school or local library, and you can talk to your high
school counselor, favorite teacher, or someone you know who’s
gone to college. There’s a lot of good advice available, but you
have to ask for it. With more than 3,000 colleges to choose from,
there’s bound to be one that’s right for you.
5. I don’t even know what I want to major in or do with my life.
The great majority of college freshmen don’t have a clue about
these things either. Giving you choices is what college is all about.
You can take courses in different fields and see what you like and
what you’re good at. You may be surprised to find a subject or a
career field that you never would have thought of before. The
biggest mistake you can make is to think that any decision you
make is cast in concrete and that you can never change your
major—or your life.
~~ Author Unknown,
Info: Cesar Plata,
www.infoBayArea.com
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GET ACTIVE
Physical activity is an essential component

of a healthy lifestyle. In combination with
healthy eating, it can help prevent a range
of chronic diseases, including heart disease,
cancer, and stroke, which are the three
leading causes of death. Physical activity
helps control weight, builds lean muscle,
reduces fat, promotes strong bone, muscle
and joint development, and decreases the
risk of obesity. Children need 60 minutes of
play with moderate to vigorous activity every day to grow up to a
healthy weight.
If this sounds like a lot, consider that eight to 18 year old
adolescents spend an average of 7.5 hours a day using
entertainment media including TV, computers, video games, cell
phones and movies in a typical day, and only one-third of high
school students get the recommended levels of physical activity.
To increase physical activity, today’s children need safe routes to
walk and bike ride to school, parks, playgrounds and community
centers where they can play after school, and activities like
sports, dance or fitness programs that are exciting and
challenging enough to keep them engaged.
Let’s Move! Aims to increase opportunities for kids to be
physically active, both in and out of school and to create new
opportunities for families to move together.
Active Families: Engage in physical activity each day: a total of 60
minutes for children, 30 minutes for adults.

Active Communities: Mayors and community leaders can
promote physical fitness by working to increase safe routes for
kids to walk and ride to school; by revitalizing parks, playgrounds,
and community centers; and by providing fun and affordable
sports and fitness programs.
Let’s Move! Supports the Presidential Active Lifestyle Award
(PALA+) challenge, which helps individuals commit to regular
physical activity and healthy eating—and rewards them for it. The
challenge is for anyone, from students to seniors, but it’s geared
toward people who want to set themselves on the road to a
healthier life through positive changes to physical activity and
eating behaviors.
For kids and teens (that’s anyone between 6 and 17 years), your
goals are:
Physical activity: You need to be active 60 minutes a day, at least
5 days a week, for 6 out of 8 weeks. As an alternative, you can
count your daily activity steps using a pedometer (girls’ goal:
11,000; boys’ goal: 13,000).
Healthy eating: Each week, you’ll also focus on a healthy eating
goal. There are eight to choose from, and each week you will add
a new goal while continuing with your previous goals. By the end
of the six weeks, you’ll be giving your body more of the good stuff
it needs.
http://www.letsmove.gov/get-active

Active Schools: A variety of opportunities are available for
schools to add more physical activity into the school day,
including additional physical education classes, before-and afterschool programs, recess, and opening facilities for student and
family recreation in the late afternoon and evening.

There are really only two requirements when
it comes to exercise. One is that you do it.
The other is that you continue to do it.
~~Jennie Brand-Miller

How to Keep Your Kid Smart Over Summer Break
Most of the evidence for summer learning loss concerns math and reading skills, which are easily measurable through
standardized testing. Given that, it may be difficult to see how trips to the zoo or art museum can really have an impact on your
child’s skills in the “Three R’s.” But summer educational activities are as much about creating a mindset and attitude toward
learning as they are about building up specific skills that you can test for. Parents should, for instance, take care to encourage
reading books beyond the mandated summer reading, and seek out books that appeal to the child’s interests.
Even if there isn’t any kind of formal summer school offered through the local school system, organizations like the local YMCA
may have summer camps and programs that offer educational enrichment opportunities. Many museums will have free
admission days during the summer that can help get your kids away from an endless cycle of video games and cartoons. You
should also consider looking into your library’s summer reading program, and even seeing if local businesses offer educational
tours.
Use math every single day – compare a 16-oz. can of beans to a 20-oz. can and ask what’s the better value. This helps build a
real framework for students, and when they go back to classroom they have these real world applications.
Summer learning reinforces that education is important, that learning is not confined to the classroom, and that attitude does
more for the kid than whatever the problem is on the page, and it also gives kids real insight on where the parents’ priorities
are.
Above all, a parent should see the summer break as an opportunity to present learning in a different light – as something that
has the potential to be both useful and enjoyable.
Excerpt from How to Keep Your Kid Smart Over Summer Break by Matt Brownell
http://www.mainstreet.com/article/family/kids/how-keep-your-kid-smart-over-summer-break
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“I’m BORED” Jar
It’s a disease that can pop up at any time in your home, but it seems to hit most often when our kids have extra time on their hands, like
during spring break or summer vacation. What disease is it? “Boreditis.” The symptoms usually include a mopey child who drags herself
into the kitchen and says, “ Mom, I’m bored.” If we only had a dollar for every time we heard that, right Mom? Well, the next time you
feel the pressure to come up with a game, activity or craft for your child, have them reach into Mom’s I’m Bored Jar instead. Below are
some ideas to fill an “I’m Bored Jar.”

Help a neighbor
with their yard
work.

Do something
nice
for your
siblings.

Write a book
about your pet.

Find 5 nature
items outside.

Organize a
shelf for
mom.

Create an
obstacle
course.

Help make
dinner.
Have a
watermelon seed
spitting contest.

Make frozen
popsicles.

Create your own
board game.

Take candid
pictures of family
and put
together a
scrap book.

Interview a
grandparent
and give 5
facts about
them at
dinner.

Play outside
in the
sprinkler.

Plant a
vegetable and/or
herb garden.

Give 20 hugs
to
everyone in
your house.

Have a “MAGIC”
show in your
back yard.

http://www.imom.com
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